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	We are pleased to present the 2011 edition of Ubuntu Unleashed. Ubuntu is a Linux-based computer operating system that has taken the world by storm. From its humble beginning in 2004, Ubuntu has risen to be the vanguard of desktop Linux, as well as a popular choice for servers.


	 


	Ubuntu descends from one of the oldest and most revered Linux distributions, Debian. Debian is assembled by a team of talented volunteers, is one of the most stable and customizable distributions of Linux, and is well respected for its quality and technological prowess. It is, however, an operating system for geeks; the bar for entry into the Debian realm is set high, and its user base tends to be highly proficient and expects new users to learn the ropes before joining in. That is both appropriate and okay.


	 


	What Ubuntu has done is leverage the quality of Debian to create an operating system that ordinary people can use. That doesn’t mean that Ubuntu users are not technologically proficient, just that they do not have to be. In fact, many talented and respected software developers love Ubuntu because it allows them to concentrate on their specific interests instead of the details of the operating system. This book is for these people and for those who aspire to joining their ranks.


	 


	Ubuntu Unleashed 2011 Edition presents advanced coverage of the popular Ubuntu distribution of Linux. Windows users, Mac users, and Linux enthusiasts have been increasingly turning to Ubuntu for a user-friendly and easy-to-use Linux distribution that remains useful to power users.


	 


	This book provides detailed information on installing, using, and administering Ubuntu. You will learn how to set up a workstation or a server, details on Ubuntu’s easy-to-use desktop and productivity software, and you will find topics of interest to both casual and serious developers.


	Ubuntu Unleashed 2011 Edition includes a range of coverage: From the software you need everyday for productivity and enjoyment, to how to configure your Linux desktop to run smoothly, to advanced topics like systems administration and software development, and much more.


	 


	Some books excel at helping beginners take baby steps. There is some beginning material in Ubuntu Unleashed 2011 Edition. However, this book is intended for anyone who wants to move beyond the basics of using Ubuntu into the realm of an intermediate or advanced user.

	
		Install and configure Ubuntu
	
		Get all your system’s devices and peripherals up and running
	
		Configure and customize your graphic user interface
	
		Manage Linux services and users
	
		Secure your machine and your network from intruders
	
		Configure a firewall
	
		Share files with Windows users using Samba
	
		Get productive with office tools
	
		Use multimedia programs
	
		Play games
	
		Set up and run various types of servers
	
		Learn the basics of several programming languages
	
		Learn how to write a software application quickly
	
		Participate in Ubuntu QA testing
	
		Tune your system for maximum performance
	
		Learn to manage and compile the kernel and modules
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From Gestalt Theory to Image Analysis: A Probabilistic Approach (Interdisciplinary Applied Mathematics)Springer, 2007

	The theory in these notes was taught between 2002 and 2005 at the graduate schools

	of Ecole Normale Sup´erieure de Cachan, Ecole Polytechnique de Palaiseau, Universitat

	Pompeu Fabra, Barcelona, Universitat de les Illes of Balears, Palma, and

	University of California at Los Angeles. It is also being taught by Andr`es Almansa...
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Learning PHP & MySQL: Step-by-Step Guide to Creating Database-Driven Web SitesO'Reilly, 2007
PHP and MySQL are quickly becoming the de facto standard for rapid development of dynamic, database-driven web sites. This book is perfect for newcomers to programming as well as hobbyists who are intimidated by harder-to-follow books. With concepts explained in plain English, the new edition starts with the basics of the PHP language, and explains...
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Sams Teach Yourself PHP, MySQL and Apache All in One (2nd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2004
You own your own business. You have also created a website for your business that details the products or services that you offer, but it doesn't allow potential customers to purchase anything online. Don't risk losing business-learn to create a dynamic online environment using only three programs. PHP, MySQL and Apache are three popular...
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Using the Internet Safely For Seniors For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2009
The Internet is amazing, but the risks you’ve heard about are real, too. You can avoid being a victim of online crime with the simple steps for staying safe online that you’ll find in Using the Internet Safely For Seniors For Dummies.
    Here’s the guide you need to steer safely through the hazards so you can shop,...
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Air Pollution Control Equipment CalculationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Unique problem-and-solution approach for quickly mastering a broad range of calculations
This book's problem-and-solution approach enables readers to quickly grasp the fundamentals of air pollution control equipment and essential applications. Moreover, the author sets forth solid principles for the design and selection of air pollution control...
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Cocos2d-X by Example Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2013

	With Cocos2d-x you don’t have to be a programming whiz to be a genius at game design. This tutorial will help unleash your inner creativity with lots of fun tutorials. Get the know-how to build great cross-platform 2D games.


	Overview

	
		Learn to build multi-device games in simple, easy steps, letting...
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